
HENRY MOORE ANALYSIS

Henry Moore used abstract form to draw analogies between the human body and Important Art by Henry Moore
Important Art and Analysis.

The piece on the left is a cast of Toltec-Mayan piece from Chichen Itza. After the Great War, Moore received
an ex-serviceman's grant to continue his education and in he became a student at the Leeds School of Art now
Leeds College of Art , which set up a sculpture studio especially for him. He once told a friend that he hoped
viewers would "go around it, looking out through the open spaces, and that they may have a feeling of being in
a cathedral. Style[ edit ] Moore's bronze Draped Reclining Woman "Die Liegende" in Stuttgart , typical of his
early reclining figures Moore's signature form is a reclining figure. He was a passionate draughtsman his
entire life, and, in fact his drawing, during WWll inspired his fellow countrymen and greatly added to his
public renown and esteem. Looking at the underneath of the sculpture it is still possible to see sand residues
from this process. In a humanist sense they demonstrate our most basic reality: the need for safety. This time,
the project was completed and Family Group became Moore's first large-scale public bronze. Moore's
exploration of this form, under the influence of the Toltec-Mayan figure he had seen at the Louvre, was to lead
him to increasing abstraction as he turned his thoughts towards experimentation with the elements of design.
In September he was given a rehabilitation grant, which he used to go to the Leeds School of Art, where he
studied for two years. But having satisfied the requirements of practical necessity, most people go no further.
Even the head could be a tree on top of a round hill. Henry Moore - Reclining Figure. But we still see it that
way. Video transcript jazzy piano music - [Beth] Describing something can seem very straightforward but in
fact describing a work of art can take time, and should take time, because the more you describe something the
more you understand what you see and the closer you'll get to interpreting what you see. It's a different kind of
creature, almost an insect that could move forward on all fours or perhaps all sixes. Three Dimensions
Appreciation of sculpture depends upon the ability to respond to form in three dimensions. The drawings
capture the fear as human forms cocoon themselves in a shelter, and then cocoon each other in piles of
huddled bodies. Pieces of good stone have stood about my studio for long periods, because though I've had
ideas which would fit their proportions and materials perfectly, their size was wrong. In he received a
commission from St Matthew's Church, Northampton , to carve a Madonna and Child; this sculpture was the
first in an important series of family-group sculptures. Moore made many preparatory sketches and drawings
for each sculpture. Irina was born in Kiev in  In , he completed a four-part concrete screen for the Time-Life
Building in New Bond Street, London, and in Moore turned to his first and only work in carved brick, "Wall
Relief" at the Bouwcentrum in Rotterdam. Experience though has taught me that the difference there is
between drawing and sculpture should not be forgotten.


